
Venezuelan President ratifies
commitment to dialogue with all
sectors of the country
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Caracas, January 27 (RHC)-- Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro ratified this Friday his commitment to
continue dialoguing with all sectors of the country, despite destabilization attempts by right-wing sectors.

During episode number six of Maduro Podcast, together with first combatant Cilia Flores, the head of
state affirmed that "despite them, Venezuela will continue forward in peace, with effort, in integral
recovery." 

"We will continue with something vital in our life which is dialogue, social dialogue, human dialogue,
listening first of all to our people, it is the first thing, dialogue with all business sectors to continue working
for the development of the productive forces, dialogue with all political sectors, with everyone, of that
democratic opposition that respects the Constitution (...), dialogue with the true civil society that exists."

The Bolivarian leader assured that nothing and no one will divert them from the path of dialogue and
consensus building, while he clarified that it was the extremist opposition that has "broken the Barbados



Agreement by being involved in five conspiracies." 

Furthermore, he ratified that they will continue to devote their energy, mind and life "every day to the
ordinary people, who are worth everything and worth a thousand times more than any of these last
names, any of these extremists."

The Venezuelan leader also commented that the real plan of the extremist sector of the opposition is
violence and the assault to power.

"They are the same. They put on a name, Coordinadora Democrática; they put on a name, Mesa de la
Unidad Democrática, la manito, la última cola; they put on a name, Plataforma de la Unidad de
Venezuela, la PUV, they are the same last names, they are simply true mercenaries of foreign imperialist
interests against our country, against Venezuela (...) They always act with a double face, the real plan
underneath: violence, assassination, coup, attack, assault to power," he highlighted.

#Live ??? "We are guilty of winning peace, we have won it and we are going to keep it.  We are guilty of
going in an economic recovery of a new diversified model and we are going to continue advancing with a
firm step, with new strategies in the recovery of the welfare state... 

President Maduro guaranteed that they will maintain peace in the country and will continue to move
forward with a firm step, through our strategies, for the recovery of the social welfare state.

The head of state commented on some of the conspiracies and attempts against peace that have been
experienced in the country during the last 20 years, such as "the economic war in all its forms during
different years, the internal political war, the psychological war, to bring society to a level of confrontation,
of schizophrenia; to what they call in their dogfighting manuals, I always found that concept horrible (...)
used to chaoticize countries."

#EnVivo ??? | "They -- the extremist opposition -- had 5 years in the National Assembly; they won under
deception with a psychological operation of the last queue.  They created the queues, the products
disappeared and they created the campaign, the false illusion that they were a solution....
pic.twitter.com/6mIBULCGgt

- Presidential Press (@PresidencialVen) January 26, 2024
For his part, the president of the National Assembly (AN), Deputy Jorge Rodríguez, stated during the
program that the Venezuelan people have been "an experimental field for all forms of multidimensional
warfare".

In this regard, he commented that these are strategies that have been applied in the so-called "Color
Revolutions" and that mainly involve working on the mind, psychology and customs of a given society."In
Venezuela they have failed thunderously (...) they have tried it over and over again," said Rodríguez.

The president of the National Assembly recalled that in three years, they have made at least some 20
substantiated complaints about serious acts against the stability and peace of the South American nation,
including assassination attempts, psychological warfare operations, sabotage against the electrical
system, attempted assassination of leaders of the Bolivarian Revolution, coup attempts, among others.

"They are very worried about the level of recovery of our economy, the progress in the recovery of the
welfare state, so they want to return again to the anxiety, the anguish, the uneasiness, the discomfort of
the population," he said.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/345558-venezuelan-president-ratifies-
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